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Outline

• CCBE & ELF: Guide on the use of AI for lawyers and law firms, 2022

• LLM as a technique: what’s new with LLMs?
• What will be different?
• Opportunities and limits for lawyers

• [AI ecosystem and competitive edge among lawyers]



https://ai4lawyers.eu/

https://ai4lawyers.eu/


until stop(EOS)/
max. response 
etc.

LLM: a language probability model

[[-0.2, 1.3, ..., 0.5, -0.1],
[0.4, -0.3, ..., 0.2, 1.1],

...
[-1.2, -0.4, ..., -0.7, 2.3],]

→
[[0.00005, 0.00007, ..., 0.00004, 

0.00006],
[0.00006, 0.00005, ..., 0.00004, 

0.00008],
[0.00004, 0.00005, ..., 0.00003, 

0.00009],]

masked self-attention

feed-forward NN

transformer block

transformer decoder → context. embeddings
(96 x transformer block)

response tokens generated from 
context. tokens + prev. resp. tokens

Next tokens Score

_included 96%

_necessarily 1.7%

_asking 1.3%

text:
most lawyers are not [...]
(up to max. context length in tokens,

e.g. 4096 tokens)

tokens:
[1712, 9326, 389, 407, 

6646, ...]
(voc. size: ~50 257 tokens)

initial token embedding
(„meaning”)

+ positional encoding:
1712: [-0.12, 0.84 ... -0.50]
9326: [0.91, -0.63 ... 0.32]

389: [-0.95, 0.36, 0.72]
407: [0.01, -0.34, 0.52]

6646: [0.32, -0.34 ... 0.12]
... (1536x [ada-002])



Traditional computing vs. 
artificial intelligence (machine learning)

Computing by programming Computing after „learning by examples”



http://playground.tensorflow.org/



https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.13712.pdf


What difference can we expect with LLMs?

• A new layer on top of existing software or replacing software parts
• To automate that was not previously reasonable to automate
• General improvement in language-centric computer capabilities



Why now?

emergent abilities: with appropriate architecture and a large enough training data set...
new, surprising abilities appeared with 
the increase of parameters (neural network connections)
such as ...
• prompt-based tasks, in-context learning (versatile/practical uses in diverse zero-shot/few-

shot tasks, w/o fine-tuning)
• better logic reasoning, better understanding of human input,

e.g. can translate without being taught to

fine-tuning to instructions
public awareness of the capabilities of AI tools since November 2022



Opportunities with LLMs

Simplified, generic uses of machine learning made possible:
• number of usable experts ↑ e.g. consultants, and not ML engineers needed
• implementation costs ↓ no costly data preparation or fine-tuning needed

• replacement of less reliable, complex software (e.g. grammar generation for multiple 
languages)

• less tools to use and integrate

Use of conversational UIs (chat, open book question-answering) in legal practice



https://github.com/Homoki-Ugyvedi-Iroda/transcribe_redact_TUI

audio in text out audio length transcription 
length HW model lang WER transcript. 

multipl.

DS250132.mp3
SZMITszerz_out_medium.tx
t 0:33:22 0:53:54

CPU,i5-10500, 
16 GB medium Hungarian 13.63% 1.62

DS250132.mp3 SZMITszerz_out_large.txt 0:33:22 1:41:03
CPU,i5-10500, 
16 GB large Hungarian 11.36% 3.03

HP.mp3 HP.txt 0:48:56 1:19:09
CPU,i5-10500, 
16 GB large English N/A 1.62

    

https://github.com/Homoki-Ugyvedi-Iroda/transcribe_redact_TUI


integration into document assembly/automation tools:
clause level (existing and practical as of now)



Legal open book “QA” = Information Retrieval

Task based on Hungarian legal codes
Correct 
answer

GPT-4 w/embedding (Ptk. + Pp.) [open book] 75%

GPT-4 w/o embedding (ChatGPT+) [closed book] 33%

GPT-3.5 w/embedding, similarity search, OpenAI emb. 33%

GPT-3.5 w/o embedding (ChatGPT+) 16%

GPT-3 (Ptk. + Pp. + commentaries) 30%

https://github.com/Homoki-Ugyvedi-Iroda/LawyerQAseed_experiment

https://github.com/Homoki-Ugyvedi-Iroda/LawyerQAseed_experiment


   



COLIEE

Importance of benchmarks focusing of lawyer tasks

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12626-022-00105-z


Who is selling to whom?

🏭🏭 Chip- and HW manufacturers
🏦🏦 Large commercial LLM providers.

(Google, MS/OpenAI etc.)
🎓🎓 Research institutes/universities
☁ Cloud-based IaaS/PaaS providers
👷👷 Open source consultants, consultants of open 

language models (OLM), providers of non-
proprietary AI solutions

🗄🗄 Owners of private data
💰💰 Customers
🔌🔌 AI “downstream” providers:

plugin providers, sellers of fine-tuned 
models, SDK/API
🏛🏛 Governments

     



Competitive edge among lawyers
using LLMs in an AI ecosystem

Custom capabilities Knowledge Processes Client reach, trust, 
distribution

Custom application Using custom models Using diff. APIs 
(chains etc.)

Relying on other 
custom applications

Custom model
Model trained on custom data: 
task-specific NN train, pre-train, 
fine-tune, LoRA ...

Model providing 
better performance

Model w/ stronger 
control over data

Custom data Client data Process data Knowledge base 
data



Suggested sources for further reading:

PaLM 2 report: https://ai.google/static/documents/palm2techreport.pdf (May 2023)
GPT-4 “Sparks of AGI”: https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712
GPT-4 technical report: https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.08774
On measuring emergent  abilities (BIG-bench): https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04615
Open source models: https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard
More generic AI landscapes: https://www.antler.co/blog/generative-ai, 
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/ai-50-2023/

homoki.net/en/blog

Thank you!

https://ai.google/static/documents/palm2techreport.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.08774
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04615
https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/open_llm_leaderboard
https://www.antler.co/blog/generative-ai
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/ai-50-2023/
https://homoki.net/en/blog/
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